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ABSTRACT 

An advancements in technology leads to critical issues like unauthorized access in the banks and other public 

sectors become a prime factor. To overcome this kind of problems, we need a lot of techniques in the security 

evaluation. Processing huge data for providing secure access becomes more challenging fact. This includes clear 

technical advancement in individual person identification along with clear data processing and immediate response 

embedded with authentication mechanism like RFID cards. Hence we devise a system to do the fractal recognition 

for each entity. Fractal recognition technique is a filtering mechanism, it filters the input the input and finally a 

verification mechanism to identify the individual person is authentic or not.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few decades the usage of this technology is in implementation in various fields like Defense, 

Environment, Health Care, Agriculture, Corporate, the main purpose of using RFID is for security evaluation i.e. to 

find the authorized person although in few cases RFID is also implemented for tracking products and analyzing the 

travel patterns through continues monitoring of sensor data. For example consider monitoring the persons who access 

to confidential rooms in a corporate office. It is tedious job even if we monitor through security cams or manual 

checking of each individuals. It would consume lot of time and human resources hence it’s less efficient. In same 

environment if we use an RFID circuit, all the authorized persons are registered one time only. Then every time the 

person needs access he can just use his RFID to verify himself. The risk factor in this process is that what if the 

authorized person loses his RFID or in worst cases an anonymous person gets the RFID of a registered user and uses 

it to get access to the information. To overcome this issue we embed the Fractal recognition in the system which 

needs the registered users to verify their face each time they need a access. Now consider the same corporate company 

example hence we embedded fractal recognition even if an unauthorized person gets the RFID of an registered user 

he cannot get access since he can’t produce the face of the registered user. The performance measure of the security 

evaluation system is now increased. 

Background: 

RFID: RFID stands for Radio-Frequency Identification. The RFID device provides a unique identifier for that object. 

There are two types of device active and passive device. In addition, the RFID tag may be. Active RFID tags have 

own power source and can get the signal even from far distance. They have limited life spans. Passive RFID tags, is 

smaller and have a unlimited life span.  

  
Figure.1. RFID Card Figure.2.RFID Circuit 

Fractal Detection and Recognition: The approach scans the input image fully and identifies the face by basic 

filtering process this methodology helps in reduction of pixel manipulation, computation and storage cost at the same 

without losing the performance factors.The algorithm we used in this system identifies the fractal and recognize the 

image with greater accuracy. 

Fractal Image Encoding: IFS of an image are calculated by dividing the image into blocks. The blocks 

will not overlap.  

 The image is divided into blocks of size Cmax × Cmax, and named as range blocks. 

 The non-overlapping blocks of size Emax × Emax, named domain blocks, usually E max = 2Cmax. 

 Block Ei, of size Emax × Emax is transformed and by gray value and the variance of block Ei. 

Next, search for the block Ei which can match block Ri best from the same class of block Ri and 

compute the rms between the best matching block Ei and block Ri. If the rms value is less than the 

given value, the related parameters are recorded. 

 End. 
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Face Image Recognition: Experiment Steps: The image of record is the input image, and database contains 

n images known as encoding dictionary. The image of record is encoded by an encoding dictionary,              

b which then provides n “.dat” files. 

 The n “.dat” files are iterated five times by the fractal image decoding program, which provides n 

decoding images. 

 The method of image recognition: 

The PSNR is the peak signal-to-noise. It is defined as ratio between the image of record and the 

decoding image. The images whose PSNR value is greater than the threshold value are the recognized 

images. If all PSNR values are less than the threshold value, then there is no image of the same person 

with an image of record in the face image database. 

 We then compute the PSNR,  

PSNR = 10 log 10 M x N x 2552 
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Sm,n is defined as the gray value of the image in record, sm,n is the gray value of the decoding 

image in the database, M is height of the image, N is the width of the image. The image is close to original 

image because the PSNR value is close to given value. 

  

Figure.3. Architecture Figure.4. Image database 

Table.1. PSNR calculations 

 Image (a-4)/ Image A Image (b-4)/ Image A Image (c-4)/ Image A 

PSNR 24.215244 14.437908 17.738887 

As shown in Table.1, since the PSNR between image (a-4) and Image A is the highest, image (a-4) is 

obviously the recognized image of Image A. After comparing the PSNR value b-4 and c-4 and found to be less, 

they are not recognized as target image. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

First the user has to register his RFID card along with his Gmail ID and password. 

   
Figure.5. Main Form Figure.6. Detect Face and Register 

The user can register his face in the register user module and set a password. Once the user face is detected 

the system does image processing on the face and the stores it in the database. 

  
Figure.7. Image Processing Figure.8. Recognition form 
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Then the user can verify his face in the recognition form for login purpose. The registered users can use the 

login page to get access to their data. 

3. CONCLUSION 

RFID and Fractal Recognition technologies are undoubtedly the core technologies of future security systems. 

At present, efforts are being made to integrate these two technologies on the same platform indifferent fields. Unlike 

conventional studies. This study proposed an implementation model of an RFID embedded with fractal recognition. 

Although it is quite representative, there are still exceptional situations, in which the proposed design would not 

work effectively. For example, if a specific type of event other than Object Event such as the registered user loses 

his RFID or makes emotions while recognition is done we may have to reconsider further optimizations like Every 

aspect of security in terms of data is discussed in this project but the user’s perspective is not discussed. So, in the 

future enhancement, tracking the lost RFID will be included and even for the registered users specified time of access 

can be added. 
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